Abstract: In this paper a systematic approach to observer design is presented for the assumption, that the plant model is not available in analytic form but only as a numerical model and that the resulting observer should use minimal computational resources. Both assumptions are frequently met in the field of real time engine management systems. To cope with this assumptions a gain-scheduling design is presented that is based on a numerically computed linearization. It is also presented how such an observer, designed for control optimized performance, can also be used to improve the performance of on-board diagnosis (OBD) in engine management systems.
INTRODUCTION
The demands on modern engine management systems rise constantly in terms of fuel efficiency and emission reduction. Key element to archive improvements in this field is a precise knowledge of the amount of air inhaled into the cylinder at any given time of operation. This information can not be gathered by a direct measurement, but has to be computed out of given sensor information along the airintake of the engine. State of the art engine management systems use given sensor signals to drive partial models of the air-intake process that compute the amount of air in the cylinder. This approach shows some drawbacks on the background of portability to varying engines, as the available sensors may differ strongly with different engine models. With each change in the sensor configuration of the engine, the complementing physical models have to be reworked and moreover the question of how to compensate the inevitable model deviations by means of the given sensor signals arises. On the other hand, the concept of estimating unmeasurable variables of a system by means of an observer is well known in control theory and was already successfully applied to the air-intake estimation, see Andersson (2005) ; Höckerdal et al. (2009) ; Buckland et al. (2009) . Most approaches use simplified models with fewer states than a thermodynamic modeling of the process yields. This paper aims at showing a efficient way of designing a observer feedback for the full air-intake process. We focus on techniques that provide reliable results and require little computational resources for the implementation on the embedded control unit (ECU). The requirement for real time implementation on the ECU rules out observer types like extended Kalman filter or sliding mode observers, which all rely on a significant amount of online computation. Also all the necessary steps of the design have to be suitable for an automated design framework that runs with as little user-input as possible. With this requirements in mind we chose a gain-scheduling design. An observer structure also offers the possibility to easily incorporate different configurations of sensors into the design without applying changes to the process-model. Once the model of the air-intake is calibrated, implementing different sensors on the engine is just a matter of applying a new feedback calibration to the observer. Until now our goal for the observer design was a precise state estimation to provide information of unmeasurable plant variables to the superordinate engine control system. But besides an accurate control to archive high engine efficiency, the field of onboard diagnosis (OBD) of faults becomes ever more important to engine management systems, as the legal regulations get stricter with every iteration. Right now, OBD systems are carried out as separate functions, often independent of the control systems. In Weinhold et al. (2005); Weinhold (2007) an approach to fuse diagnosis and existing control structures in an efficient way was first presented. In section 7 we discuss a way of transferring that approach to the proposed observer design.
PLANT DESCRIPTION
The following paragraph will provide a brief overview of the considered air-intake process of a turbocharged spark ignition engine. For a detailed description of the under-lying physics refer to e.g. Guzzella and Onder (2010) . The model uses the common mean value approach, which neglects all discontinuous effects caused by the discrete strokes of the cylinders and assumes a continuous pump like behavior of the engine. With this simplification, the air-intake system can be modeled as pressure volumes with in-and outgoing mass flows, leading to differential equations with concentrated parameters. For the prominent volume of the intake manifold a dynamic model of the temperature is added as well, as the temperature of the gas inside this volume is of importance to the accurate calculation of the mass of air going into the cylinder. The considered air-intake dynamics is described by 5 state variables, namely
• the intake manifold pressure p im , • the intake manifold temperature ϑ im , • the charge-air pressure p ch between turbocharger and throttle, • the exhaust gas pressure p ex • and angular velocity of the turbocharger shaft ω tch which are illustrated in figure 1. Pressure los over an intercooler is negelcted in this model, but its effect on the temperature is included. The system has the following input signals: throttle angel α th and waste gate opening u wg . The most influencial parameter for the system dynamics is the engine rotational speed n eng , which is therefore also considered as an input to the system. Fig. 1 . scheme of the air-intake process
Continuous time model
The dynamics of each pressure state is derived from the change introduced by a difference in mass-flows in and out of the vessel, in case of the temperature state from the in and out going enthalpy flows and in case of the rotational speed by the difference in the power produced by the turbine and consumed by the charger. Therefore we get the following relations:ẋ
The mass flows, enthalpy flows and powers used in (1) are nonlinear functions of the system states. For lack of space a detailed physical description is omitted here under reference to the aforementioned literature on modeling and the functions are straitened to the nonlinear relations of states and inputs as follows:
The functions f 1 to f 10 are assumed to be smooth and Lipschitz bounded function. It should be emphasized, that f 1...10 are not given as analytical functions but rather as numerical functions in Simulink which use lookup tables. This stems from the fact, that in an actual engine, few nonlinear relations can be analytically modeled but the majority have to be measured on a testbed and stored in such tables. Several different locations for measurements are possible in the air-path. In current gasoline engine setups the following sensors can be found in varying combinations: Pressure sensors for the intake manifold pressure p im and charge-air pressure p ch , temperature sensors for intake manifold temperature ϑ im and charge-air temperature ϑ ch , as well as hot film probes (HFP) measuring the mass flow through the chargerṁ ch . The observer design should be able to utilize arbitrary combinations of these sensors in the observer feedback, as long as the whole system is globally observable through this output signals. For the later approach, we assume that the air-intake system is observable for any combination of the sensors mentioned above. This is shown in de Moll et al. (2010) through a decisive analysis of observability of the air-intake. Overall, the modeling sketched above leads to a system description in the most general form of a nonlinear system:
with x ∈ R n , u ∈ R p and y ∈ R m with n = 5, p = 3 and m = 1 . . . 5 the number of sensors utilized.
Real time implementation
The model introduced in 2.1 is meant for implementation on a real time ECU. To cope with the limited computational resources, the continuous time integration was replaced by the well known forward Euler approximation.
The implementation of the model on the ECU implies also, that we intend to use it to get estimations of the unmeasured system states and variables, as long as we provide the implemented model with the same input signals as the real plant. We therefore use the termsx andŷ for state and output of the implemented discrete model.
we seek to design in the later section and τ being the sampling time of the numerical computation, here with τ = 10ms for the given engine management system.
LINEAR MULTI-MODEL DESCRIPTION
For the observer-design of a nonlinear, discrete time system as given in (4), one can choose from many different approaches. However, most of the well established techniques to nonlinear observer design require much online computation and are therefore not feasible for real time implementation. A proven approach in the field of automotive applications, is the gain-scheduling design, which represents the nonlinear system as a combination of linear submodels.
Numerical linearization
To divide the nonlinear model into linear submodels, we need to linearize it in series of characteristic operating points (OP). In our case, the choice of operating points comes natural with the steady state behavior of the combustion engine. For each combination of engine speed and engine load, the engine approaches a steady state. Spanning a grid over all possible engine speeds and all possible loads results in a two dimensional map of OPs for which we need to compute linear submodels. The number of gird points for both speed and load must be sufficient to cover the change in dynamics of the plant adequately. For the considered engine, this results in a total number of operating points (n OP ) up to the three digit range.
In each OP, characterized by its steady state x 0 and its input u 0 , the time continuous plant can be described by the well known Taylor expansion:
with ∆x = x − x 0 and ∆u = u − u 0 . hot comprises all neglected higher order terms. The matrices are given through partial derivatives, such as
Since the plant description is not given in an analytical form, but as a numerical model, we can not compute the derivatives directly. The following approximation is used to determine the elements of all matrices given in (6), exemplary shown for the element a ij of A:
The smaller δx j is chosen, the better the approximation of the derivative. However, due to the limited numerical precision of the actual implementation, rounding errors occur within the function f i for very small δx j . Therefore a compromise between large δx to limit the computing errors and small ones to ensure a good approximation of the derivative has always to be made. After deriving the linear submodels for all OPs on the considered engine map, the nonlinear system can be described by the weighted sum of the linear functions:
α l is defined by how close the current operating point of the engine is to the OPs defining the submodels. It satisfies nOP l=1 α l = 1. In this practical example it is sufficient to chose α l in this way that a linear interpolation between neighboring linear submodels to the current operating point is made. For designing the observer feedback introduced in (4), we consider from (8) only the linear dynamics of the plant and apply to it the similar forward Euler approximation to discretize it.
with
. From this description it should be emphasized that following the index or variable l will denote a reference to a specific operating point chosen form the map of operating points used for the linearization, while OP denotes any arbitrary operating point in-between that can be depicted as a linear combination of the aforementioned.
MODEL DEVIATIONS
Even the most thorough model will show some deviations from the real plant. They could originate from simplifications of the physical behavior and are at the latest introduced by variances in series production. Every observer design for production use has to cope with this issue. In this paper, the problem is solved by means of state augmentation, essentially leading to a PI observer scheme.
Unknown input description
Deviations of the discrete model against the real (discrete) plant are at first described for the linear systems by operating point dependent unknown inputs to the plant dynamics. All noticeable mismatches between model and plant can be covered with this approach, at least in the steady state behavior.
As the deviation d only depends on the operating point of the system, it is reasonable to estimate it by a state expansion.
State augmentation
Unfortunately, not all model deviations can be included in the state expansion, as the number of unknown inputs that are to be estimated must not exceed the number of available sensor signals from the plant, see Söffker et al. (1995) . Therefore a decision scheme has to be applied to choose which unknown inputs should be considered and which should be neglected. The real engine is installed on a testbed with access to additional sensors, giving the possibility of measurements for all state variables. From this information we define
with β l giving a weighting of the steady state operating point l. The weighting factors β 1...n OP for each operating point derive from analyzing the occurrence of this OPs in a representative driving cycle. Depending on the number of available measurements m in the current sensor-configuration, the unknown inputs corresponding to the m largest state deviations ∆x i are considered. This is formalized by a new unknown input matrix E I ∈ R n×m and unknown input vector d I . With this matrix, the augmented estimation system is given by x(k + 1)
which we will abbreviate as a system with the state space matrices A d,exp (OP ), B d,exp (OP ) and C d,exp (OP ). (12) is a PI-observer, see Söffker et al. (1995) , as the feedback matrix is partitioned to L = [L P L I ] and therefor the observer feedback from (4) can also be written as P and I parts: l = l P + E I l I with l P = L P (y −ŷ) and l I =d I .
OBSERVER DESIGN
After augmenting the model with estimations for the deviations to our new system (12), an observer feedback is designed by means of linear theory for each subsystem. As previously stated, the advantage over nonlinear methods is given in a constant feedback gain for every operating point, resulting in a computation efficient implementation for the whole operating range via lookup tables. To ensure satisfying estimation results an LQ optimal design scheme is applied. The estimation error of the extended system (12) is governed by
and the aim is minimizing the cost function
with Q and R being diagonal matrices of R n×n and R m×m respectively. In the whole design process, the definition of these weighting factors is the only necessary input from the operator. The weighting in Q represents the significance of a precise estimation of each state for higher control structures while R reflects the confidence in each sensor signal, e.g. features like tolerance and noise of each sensor. From this it is inevitable that this weighting cannot be derived within the automated tool-chain but need the experience the operating engineer.
LMI design scheme
The solution to the optimization of the cost function (14) is easily obtained by solving the associated discrete Riccati equation. However, to provide more flexibility for adding future constraints to the design, a solution using Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMIs) is used. The applicability of the approach to the initial problem derives from the equivalence of the LQ solution to an H 2 optimal design. Under this condition the feedback gain matrix L(l) for a linear subsystem is gained by solving the following optimization problem: min
gives the optimal observer feedback as
See Palhares and Peres (1998) for the proof, as (15 ... 19) are direct applications of the results presented there. The observer feedback gain applied at arbitrary operating points OP will than be a combination of observer gains for each subsystem in the familiar gain-scheduling notation:
Strictly speaking, LQ optimal behavior of the estimation can only be guaranteed in each of the operating points used to derive the submodels, while the global behavior can only be approximated as suboptimal, but given the condition for the linearization, that the considered OPs must be sufficiently close to cover the change in dynamics, so that the system dynamics at an arbitrary OP is covered by the linear combination of submodels in (8) with minimal difference, then a linear combination of all optimal feedback gains as in (20) for this OP is also close to the optimal solution. Practical experience shows that this assumption is true for the considered engine system at least.
IMPLEMENTATION AND TEST
The numerical design steps presented so far have all been cast into a cohesive tool-chain for the MATLAB/Simulink environment. With the help of this tool-chain an automated design of the observer can be done as soon as the physical model of the air-system is readily calibrated to a specific engine.
In an example the tools are used to compute the observerfeedback for an modern, direct injection turbo engine and the results are both tested on an engine testbed and in a vehicle under road conditions. Figure 2 shows results form the vehicle test and demonstrates how the deviation present in the model was immediately compensated after the observer feedback was activated at time 14sec. 
APPLICATION TO EMBEDDED FAULT DIAGNOSIS
The observer derived in the previous sections was implemented with an control oriented use in mind, that is to archive best possible estimation of unmeasured process variables. Usual observer based fault diagnosis techniques are not directly applicable on such an approach as this techniques require banks of dedicated observers to isolate certain faults. The implementation of multiple, specialized observers in parallel only for fault diagnosis is not feasible on embedded systems with limited resources. One succesfull approach that concerns a resource efficient fault detection and identification in given control structures is the Multi Model Fault Diagnosis (MMFDI) framework, described in Weinhold et al. (2005); Weinhold (2007) and currently still an active field of research, see Ding et al. (2010) . The main idea is to utilize the nonlinear behavior of the plant to isolate and identify different faults from the same residual signal. It is assumed, that different faults act on a residual signal r in a linear way, but through variable transfer functions F M that depend on the current operating point.
with p the number of different faults considered and F M 1...p being p different transfer functions modeling the influence of a fault to the residual, therefore called fault models (FM). As we have introduced the linear multimodel description of the plant in (8) we can easily consider the superposition of faults as in (21) by assuming we use a linearized multi-model description for the fault to residual relation as well:
For a number σ of samples k, with σ ≥ p we now get the residual vector     r(1) r(2) . . .
which can be written in matrix form as    r(1) . . .
so that the faults can easily be estimated by a least squares computation:
The inverse (M M ) −1 only exists if Rank{M } = p, therefore the samples collected in the residual vector must cover enough operating points over which the fault models F M show significant change. Only due to the nonlinear nature of the process this diverging change of the fault models is given. The drawback that measurement data of multiple operating points must be gathered is more than outweighed by the fact that several different faults can be identified from only very few residual signals. It should be noted, that (25) is only given to point out the principle of MMFDI. For real time implementation (25) can be replaced by a recursive least squares algorithm, see e.g. Wellstead and Zarrop (1991) . For applying the Multi Model Fault Diagnosis, at first residual signals r are needed for which precise fault models (FM) can be derived by sensitivity analysis of each fault separately in the following form
If only the process model is used and no observer feedback is present, the measurement error e y is obvious a suitable signal for this purpose. If it is assumed that the model describes the fault free process well, than F M (OP ) characterizes the change in the process output caused by the fault. With the presence of an observer feedback, e y is Fig. 3 . scheme of the PI observer minimized and the physical relation to the fault is obscured in a way that is dependent on the design parameters of the feedback matrix L(OP ).
To use the MMFDI-scheme in the presents of an observer feedback, a new residual is defined, that seeks to reconstruct the original signal e y independent of L(OP ). In case of a fault, the output signal y is shifted from the fault free case y io
with ∆y being the initial observer residual e y after the fault has occurred. As stated, a fault model giving the relation between a fault f and ∆y is easily obtained form a physical understanding of the process
to reconstruct ∆y from the signals given in the observer the linear transfer function of the model from the observer feedback l to the outputŷ is used ∆y(z) = e y (z) + C d (zI − A d ) −1 (l P (z) + E I l I (z)) (29) with the partitioning of the observer feedback into the proportional and the integral part. This transfer function is readily available from the previous steps of the observer design. In (28) F M could be a dynamic system, but usually the relation is restrained to just the steady state behavior in form of an algebraic term. Therefor we also limit (29) to the static end-value and together with the assumption, that e y converges to zero as we apply a PI feedback, a new residual r is found r = ∆y
This new residual allows now for the implementation of the proven multi-model fault diagnosis approach with the evaluation of static operation points. For the steady state case, we only have to implement a m × m gain matrix for each operating point, which can efficiently be done with lookup tables, though the FDI scheme has not yet been implemented for the real engine.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a systematic way of deriving a observer out of a given numeric model of the air-intake system for combustion engines is given. The focus was on design steps that can easily be implemented in a tool-chain to provide a automated procedure with minimal settings made by the user. The resulting design had also to be implemented on the embedded control unit without using too much computational resources. We succeeded in providing such a toolchain and testing the results on an actual engine. The tool allows for a quick change in the sensor configuration of the engine or carry-over of the observer scheme to a complete different engine as long as a sufficiently calibrated model is provided. Uncertainties and deviations in the model are tolerated in a certain range, as the design scheme aims to compensate as many of the most prominent ones as possible.
Finally a resource efficient way of utilizing the observer not only for control purposes but also for onboard diagnostics is introduced, leading to a widely useful addition of modern engine management systems by an air-system observer.
